Do You QuantumThink?

“This is not your usual ponderous self-help book but a delightful fun read that opens a door to a life of living in the moment armed with the power to create the future. Dianne is able to define what is not definable, to allow us to tap into the universal mind, to re-define ourselves and the world around us in a way that empowers rather than defeats us. This book should be required reading for all literate human beings.”—Roy Black, Attorney and Network TV Legal Consultant

“In her own inimitable forthright, brilliant and charming way, Dianne Collins moves us all beyond our small worlds into a life filled with new possibilities. It allows the reader to go safely where they have never gone before. And then bring that new reality into relationships with everyone from mom to the boss. This voyage on the road to discovery is fun, eminently readable and most importantly it works!”—Gail Evans, New York Times bestselling author of Play Like a Man, Win Like a Woman: What Men Know About Success That Women Need to Learn / Retired Executive Vice President, CNN

“With QuantumThink, Dianne Collins has distilled the essence of the work she and her husband Alan have been doing over the years to create a new understanding of how the world works for those fortunate enough to have been coached by them. As one of those ‘Wake Ups,’ as she would say, whose life was incredibly enriched and enabled through their teachings, I strongly recommend you read the book, undertake its recreations, and see the world with new eyes. Both it and you will be far happier and successful as a result.”—Morley Winograd, Former Senior Policy Advisor to Vice President, Al Gore and Executive Director of Marshall School of Business Institute of Communication Technology, University of Southern California / Co-author, Millennial Makeover: MySpace, YouTube & the Future of American Politics

“Do You QuantumThink? is beautifully designed and written for readability by everyone. Important ideas to be shared and pondered—and acted on.”—Ervin Laszlo, Founder and President, Club of Budapest international think tank / Author, Science and the Akashic Field

“We are all looking for a creative breakthrough of some type—whether it is at work or in our personal lives—and Dianne provides the key to that breakthrough. By reading her words and practicing the recreations, you quickly realize that our creativity has been limited by the mechanical working of our own minds—minds that have been preconditioned to think that the past dictates the future, that developments are always continuous, that we all are separate and that choices are limited (you can have “either” this “or” that). This book will make you smile and laugh. More importantly, it will help you strip away your preconditioned thinking and allow you to access your own power to create a truly worthy life that fulfills your unique purpose.”—Keith Cowan, President, Strategic Planning and Corporate Development, Sprint
“Even if you consider yourself already a great thinker, Dianne Collins will get you to ‘next’ in your own thinking, brilliantly in the best way possible—so you take further command of whatever ‘success’ personally means to you now. *Do You QuantumThink?* is a seminal work, arriving at the perfect time in this defining moment of reinvention for all of us, bringing relief and real answers.”—**Carole Hyatt**, author and founder of Leadership Forum and “Getting to Next”

“*Do You QuantumThink?* is an engaging and thought-provoking exploration of how we think, and provokes an awakening to the power of the mind to shape and create our interrelated personal and work worlds. Anything that quotes and draws lessons from Albert Einstein, Jesus Christ, and Jimi Hendrix is surely worth active inspection and reflection.”—**Alan Barnes**, Partner, Accenture

“There are very few originals in life—Dianne Collins is one of them. When I first heard about her work regarding QuantumThink, I knew in my soul that she was on to something. If we expect our world to evolve in a positive way, we must adopt a powerful new way of thinking. Dianne’s distinctions on how to do this provide a blueprint for all to use that is both dynamic and user friendly. I knew this would have a profound impact on my life and it continues to do so.”—**Frankie Boyer**, award-winning talk show host, The Frankie Boyer Show

“Wow, Dianne. You’ve written a wonderful and necessary book for those of us on the path. I’m thinking I may need another New Agreement in the Workplace—QUANTUMTHINK! The universal wisdom you have shared with us is both timely and timeless.”—**David Dibble**, Spiritual Teacher in the Workplace / author of *The New Agreements in the Workplace: Releasing the Human Spirit*

“There is no book—of the thousands upon thousands on the shelves today—which so clearly gives us access to harnessing the power of thought to create our reality as this one. *Do You QuantumThink?* is the pre-eminent manual for living in the 21st century ... a must for creating a life of one’s own design.”—**Cynthia Greenawalt-Carvajal**, Contributing author to the *New York Times* bestseller, *Masters of Networking / Senior Partner, Vision-Source Consulting, Inc.*

“QuantumThink is a revolutionary process that has supported me in the transformation of my life. Thank you, Dianne, for the contribution you are making.”—**Debbie Ford**, *New York Times* bestselling author, *The Dark Side of the Light Chasers* and producer of *The Shadow Effect* interactive movie

“We have all learned that our own perceptions create our existing reality. Now Collins helps us unlock our perceptions by challenging the way we use our minds. She has us touch on the deep topics that shape our human experience and raises our consciousness of a new world view.”—**Rick Smith**, Managing Director, Accenture Leadership Consulting Practice
“As I read this book my mind started percolating with energy and excitement recognizing it was being expanded right into a new world view. This book is an essential read for anyone wanting to form new neural pathways to higher intelligence and receive the real truth of how to create your reality. This book is Genius, thank you Dianne Collins.” —**Rachel Levy, LMHC**, The Love Coach and Director of The Sacred Space Miami

“Dianne Collins has had an immeasurable impact on my career, family, and life. Her QuantumThink Distinctions are truly powerful and insightful. They reveal basic truths and wisdom—ancient, modern and universal. Her associated ‘Recreations’ have allowed me to challenge and improve the way I think about my life and world. Through Dianne’s brilliant work and coaching, I now own the way I think and feel about my life to a degree I never knew was possible, and so many of my hopes and dreams have been realized on the path to conscious awareness.” —**Bob Bickerstaff**, VP, Consumer Data Products, AT&T

“Do You QuantumThink? is mandatory reading for the 21st century. When I need to ‘quantumthink’ personally or professionally, I have copies strategically placed at my home and office for instantaneous inspiration.” —**Dan Schmidt**, CEO, JDS Companies

“Dianne has truly mapped the way across the bridge from what many have called ‘An Inner Journey’ to simply living your most authentic self today and everyday. As Dianne states, ‘... it is about generating a new condition for your experience of life.’ This book is uplifting to your mind and spirit in a light, fun, friendly format. Whatever your background, Do You QuantumThink? is a dance into your consciousness.” —**Devra Ann Jacobs**, founder of Mystic Pop Magazine

“Do You Quantum Think? is the quintessential book for making the shift from an outmoded way of perceiving the world into a new evolution of thinking. Dianne Collins has done a masterful job helping the reader distinguish between antiquated thinking and quantum thinking.” —**Jared Rosen**, co-author of The Flip: Everything You Think Is About to Change

“Dianne Collins has found the missing link in this wondrous world of thought and creation. This is the ‘how to’ book, the roadmap, to taking your outrageous dreams and turning them into living reality. Do You QuantumThink? explains what’s been stopping us and then gives us the tools to achieve the life we want.” —**Philip Carroll**, Managing Director, Benchmark College, Sydney, Australia

“Do You QuantumThink? unlocks the door to infinite possibilities, guides us to rediscover the miraculous, and awakens us to our greatest potential. Dianne Collins gives us life altering tools to achieve what we truly want for ourselves. Dive into this book and tap into a wealth of wisdom.” —**Lisa Delman**, author of Dear Mom, I’ve Always Wanted You to Know: Daughters Share Letters from the Heart
“What is most striking about this intriguing new book is the author’s practical approach for transforming our ordinary thinking into wisdom, a goal of many of the world’s spiritual traditions. Dianne Collins’ concept of QuantumThink is at once contemporary and ancient, practical and philosophical. For most of us, our hearts and our minds conflict, but Collins skillfully interweaves the two.”—NATHAN KATZ, PH.D., Director of the Program in the Study of Spirituality and Professor of Religious Studies at Florida International University

“Dianne has created a new context of thinking for me with QuantumThink. This book provides a simple and powerful way for living life at a level that is extraordinary. I find myself creating new awareness for living. This is the end of the search for self and the beginning of living in the ‘conscious.’ The principles are universally applicable in life, be it spiritual, personal, business or family. QuantumThink is a new way of thinking that transforms our perspective for living each moment consciously, powerfully, and present.”—DOUG MCCRAW, President, Peregrine Partners Group, Investments and Real Estate Development

“At a time in history when our ability to actually influence events seems impossible, Ms. Collins suggests that we ARE the influence affecting our reality. ‘... in an observer created reality you will find what you are looking for.’ Dianne Collins nudges us into the rabbit hole and then supplies us with the tools to make sense of it, from clues to avoid our automatic habits of thinking, to learning the principles that enable us to create. How refreshing! The possibilities are infinite. So much so that one could believe a CHAMPION wins, even on an ‘off day’!”—BRUCE E. FRAZERY, CPA and Attorney / Former President and CEO, KC Masterpiece Barbecue & Grill Restaurants

“Dianne Collins is revolutionizing our definition of thinking by presenting it through the mist of quantum experience. Do You QuantumThink? allows us to know the expanded borders and infinite possibilities of the quantum world. We break free of the conditioning that has for so long kept us away from our natural fluid values of clarity, focus, peace, gratitude, innovation, and courage. A must read for anyone who is on the path to present moment living.”—FAYE MANDELL, author of Self-Powerment: Towards a New Way of Living

“QuantumThink is interesting and different yet relevant to so many aspects of life. These are tools, concepts, and distinctions that you will use every day to help you wake up and distinguish when automatic actions or reactions (rather than consciously chosen ones) unnecessarily limit your sense of opportunities, options, or even what is possible. Frankly, I was surprised by how many of my thoughts, beliefs, and decisions were the result of unconscious habits or predictable patterns of behavior. Even this single distinction can make a material change in your life, if you let it. Do yourself a favor and give it a chance.”—HOWARD GETSON, President and CEO, Capitalogix, an intelligent response to the market

“Dianne Collins’ book, Do You QuantumThink? will excite and inspire you!!! It will expand your mind to limitless horizons, and enable you to fulfill dreams you never before imagined. I want everyone I love to have this book because I believe it can change your life.”—PEDIA WOLFOND, Artist, Toronto, Canada, www.pediewolfond.com
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Did you ever work yourself into a frenzy with continuous activity, or drive yourself in a high pitch momentum for days and weeks and months on end, relentlessly until your energy can’t go any more? And then, oops! Your body takes a temporary leave of absence. You get a cold, a virus, or even injure yourself because you’re just not paying attention to your body’s intelligence. Your body is telling you, *Excuse me, my good friend, I’m tired. I need a rest.* Kindly and politely your body asks you, *Can we slow down a little? I need some fun time. Let’s sit down for a few days and relax.*

Are you listening? Of course, in order to listen you have to tune in. This means consciously connecting to that silent place of knowing with the awareness you are doing so. Important messages await us not only in our email Inbox but in the silent intelligence that surrounds us. To listen, simply turn on your personal wisdom channel and tune in to Intuition and Nonlocality. You’ll discover that listening this way is simply divine.
11 INTUITION AND NONLOCALITY

We hold these truths to be Self-evident

Sometimes we are drawn to do something and we’re not quite sure why. You might be passing a bookshop you were not planning to go into and suddenly you feel a gentle yet insistent urge to walk through the door. Looking for what—you know not. A moment after you enter the store you place your hand on a book and it’s exactly the topic you’ve been wondering about lately. You have just taken an Intuitive action. You were led to something you wanted that you didn’t even realize you wanted until your “higher intelligence” guided you directly to it. Fortunately, you followed the promptings.

We don’t always follow those promptings of inner guidance mainly because it’s not a focus of learning in our typical upbringing. Throughout history men and women of considerable success and contribution have attributed their genius in part to their ability to use their Intuitive faculty, yet in our collective culture we haven’t been taught to take our Intuition seriously. Intuition has been the intimate, “secret” companion of inventors, scientists, authors, and business moguls, yet we are not educated in the use of our Intuition as a natural and normal faculty of our human birthright.

We have said many times that in QuantumThink we are generating a new kind of knowing consistent with what’s needed in our fast-moving, quick-changing quantum age. Intuition is a propitious access to a new kind of knowing. Intuition as a concept is in common usage and many of us feel we use it in some way or another, but now we want to explore the use of Intuition as a discipline. This means tuning in and using the faculty of Intuition in a consciously disciplined way, a part of your daily life.

The great thinker and revered teacher, J. Krishnamurti made an important distinction between discipline that constrains and discipline that sets you free. Of the discipline that constrains, he said:

“... it has been generally accepted that, in order to be efficient, you must be disciplined, either by a moral code, a political creed, or by being trained to work like a machine in a factory; but this very process is making the mind dull through conformity.”

Of the discipline that sets you free, he proposed:

“And is it possible to be educated in the right way so that one’s whole being is integrated, without contradiction, and therefore without the need of discipline? To be integrated implies a sense of freedom, and when this integration is taking place there is surely no need for discipline. Integration means being one thing totally on all levels at the same time. ... there would be no need for discipline.
This is a very beautiful and coherent idea of discipline, that when your whole being is integrated, that is, without contradiction—there is no need of discipline because you are operating freely.

The sage says, *In order to command, you must first obey.* What does this mean? Before you can command a body of knowledge, a methodology or a technique, first you must learn its fundamentals by giving yourself over to what it offers. This is another way of speaking about the notion of discipline. You “obey” or “surrender” yourself to some form of knowledge and your openness to learning it results in setting you free to command your destiny using the acquired knowledge.

It is in this sense of being free to create that we “discipline ourselves” to QuantumThink. We use the principles from science not as scientific absolutes about the way things are, but as principles that open up the previously set boundaries of our thinking about what is possible and what is not. You open yourself to this new way of thinking, and you practice it, and in doing so, the discipline becomes integrated in your being so, as Krishnamurti said, eventually there is no discipline. The discipline vanishes and there is just freedom to be, freedom to create. You are not conflicted, there is no contradiction in your being, you are not conforming to anything. You are simply integrated within the “rightness” of your own being.

If Intuition is indeed a natural faculty of ours, doesn’t it make sense that we elevate our relationship to it? Using Intuition in a disciplined way means you would be in a conscious practice of using it. As in any conscious practice, it begins with the Intent to expand your mastery by the full expression of your capabilities. You ingratiate yourself to your Intuition. You can generate that Intent in this very moment, to come into the good graces of your Intuition. As we delve deeper into Intuition and the scientific principles that underscore it, you will surely expand your relationship with the magnificence of your Intuition even before you finish reading this distinction.

The word “intuition” derives from Latin roots meaning “to look at” or “watch over” and is defined as “the obtaining of knowledge or truth without any external means to it; the instantaneous apprehending of information or knowledge without the conscious use of reasoning.”

Intuition expresses itself in many ways and in various forms. Intuition can come as an inner feeling like when we say “we have a gut feeling” about something. Intuition can come as an inner voice. Words or phrases will come into your mind. Intuition can come as a visualization. You may see a picture in your imagination. Intuition can express itself as remote viewing, “seeing” information about a place, person, or event that is at a physical distance from us. Intuition can come as a straight out “knowing.” There is no feeling or voice or picture; there is simply an undeniable inner conviction.
Intuition can also come from “outside” of you. All of life is a web of interconnectedness. When you have an Intent to receive an answer to something using your Intuitive faculty, the signal of it may also come from the environment. You get a clear message, a clue, some specific guidance. A brief encounter with a person you may never meet again can influence the direction of your life forever with one penetrating statement or even one word. When you look and listen from the place of peace within, the wind will call to you, a lake will guide you, a tree in your yard that you pass by every day will whisper its wisdom.

Before you continue, pause here for a moment and consider: what would it be like for you to live more Intuitively—to approach situations and decisions, small daily decisions and major life-changing decisions, engaging the brilliance of your Intuition? What in your life would be made easier, more fun perhaps? What old concepts and beliefs would be released as no longer valid or useful? You can tune into your Intuition right now to elicit fruitful responses to those queries.

As a result of the old world view belief that only “matter” is real, it hasn’t occurred to educators or even to most parents to teach young people about their Intuitive faculty, nor have so-called mainstream scientists been driven to investigate it. Perhaps this is because Intuition appears to look more like “magic.” We think of magic as something like a childish fantasy, like something unreal. The irony is what most of us really want is a kind of magic in our lives.

What characterizes magic? Mystery. Wonderment. Enchantment. Something Wonderful. Awe. Ease. Free Spirit. Surprise. Serendipity. Delight. The Unexpected. Huge Results. Amazing Results. Outside the Limits of ordinary understanding, logic, and sense perception. We love the mystery and the wonder of magic! We want the certainty and at the same time we crave the surprise. We want to experience the shimmering stardust sprinkling serendipitous delight!

Contemplate the ordinary things of life that are truly magical. Childbirth, the Sun rising and setting, snowflakes and glaciers, mountain air, weather patterns, varieties of flowers, trillions of cells functioning in the body, dazzling gems embedded in the Earth’s crust, falling in love, a starry night, a baby’s hand reaching for you, human ingenuity, millions of galaxies spread over billions of miles, chemical reactions, Olympic performance, artistic creations. Is there anything about life that isn’t magical? In the course of daily activity we don’t necessarily take note that there is a magical quality to life everywhere and in everything. The fact of creation itself, that something exists rather than not, is the ultimate magic. Our very existence, our own individual self and the privilege that we are imbued with the ability to create. This is magic extraordinaire!
A magician does his performance and to us it looks like magic—like *wow, how did that happen?* There is a very important distinction about what we call “magic” and that is it only *looks like* magic to the spectator because the viewer lacks knowledge of how the “magic” works. The magician knows exactly how it was done. He knows his *system.* The magician has access to the way of the magic. You could think of the world of the invisible this way for us. There are forces and principles operating, but until a scientist discovers one of these operating principles and can replicate it through the currently accepted form of scientific experimentation we don’t call it a “law” of the universe. We may not even consider it real even though it is.

We have spoken of the scientific principle of Nonlocality which says there is an instantaneous exchange of information throughout the entire universe through the quantum field. Just that statement alone about the nature of our universe—*the instantaneous exchange of information throughout the field*—places the faculty of Intuition in an entirely new light. The fundamental “substance” of reality is not even physical matter as we perceive it in ordinary perception; it is more accurately understood as an “invisible” field of waves of possible information states.

*Nonlocality* comes from the fact that a quantum, defined as the tiniest sub-atomic substance, is at the foundation of our reality—and at this subatomic level *the quantum actually possesses no spatial dimension at all.* It is not an object as we know physical objects so it is not “located” anywhere. A quantum can exist as either a particle or a wave, and it does so both at the same time. What scientists found is that once two quantum particles, for example, of light, photons, were associated together sharing the same state, what they call *entanglement,* that any influence on one particle would also have the same effect on the other particle instantly, regardless of their physical distance apart. Since a quantum does not exist as a spatial object this makes sense. Again demonstrating an intricate order of interconnectedness and interrelatedness between everything in the universe.

What can all this mean for us? Remember, what we are focusing on here is not so much the scientific principles themselves; *what we are examining is how the discoveries of science shape the way we think.* Consider that we human beings are made up of the same stuff of reality as the stars and of everything else in the universe. We participate in the quantum relationship of Nonlocality. We can and do influence things and events at a distance from us. Our Intent, our emotional states, our feeling states affect reality. In QuantumThink we call these “quantum occurrences”—events and results in our everyday human affairs that happen nonlinearly outside the realm of ordinary logic and rational understanding.

It is said that the universe is comprised of energy fluctuations informed by intelligence. Consider that there is only one unifying “substance” that underlies all of
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reality and existence and that this unified field is a field of intelligence. You could call this the *one universal mind* as a useful way to think about it. We experience the Nonlocal field effect whenever we exercise Intent and Allow for the connections to be made.

The corollary or counterpart to being able to influence things Nonlocally at a distance from us by way of our Intent is the fact that we can also tune in to things and events and knowledge that are at a distance from us using our Intuition. Just as the faculty of Intent is inherent in all human beings so is the faculty of Intuition. The use of our Intuition is our own access to Nonlocal mind, the universal field of intelligence.

The Bulgarian spiritual master Aïvanhov taught his students: “The highest degree of sight is that of intuition which is both an understanding and a sensation of the divine world.” When you operate from Intuition it is an acknowledgment that you are connected to something more, something larger than what you have learned as “accumulated” information. Even what we might consider mundane activities contain the essence of this greater field of intelligence. Record-setting American basketball coach Phil Jackson, renowned for using mindful, holistic Zen influences to coach his teams to multiple NBA championships, said he “… discovered the game itself operated according to laws far more profound than anything that might be found in a coach’s handbook.” Living in a Holistic & Holographic universe where the whole is contained in every part deems it unequivocal that we ourselves are connected to the vast, Infinite Intelligence of the universe if only we would tune in.

Fortunately the frontier of physics is changing our old limited beliefs as quantum principles inspire researchers into areas previously overlooked. Institute for Noetic Sciences founder and Apollo 14 astronaut, Edgar Mitchell enthusiastically tells us of the “hallmark discovery” of the Quantum Hologram, the discovery that every object in this universe, large and small, continuously broadcasts the event history of that object nonlocally, and is received by and interacts with other matter through quantum information exchange. Give yourself a moment to read that statement again. Now it starts to make sense: why, when you’re thinking of your sister the phone rings and it’s her saying hello, it begins to make sense what has Intent and Intuition work so well. We’re not saying that scientists are rushing in to verify these suggestions, though some might. What we are saying is that explanations of mind capabilities that have eluded us until now appear to make sense in the context of quantum discoveries illuminating us.

Though it challenges old world view logic scientists are proving the fact of Nonlocality again and again in ways that astonish conventions of thinking. Research shows that the power of Intent can change already recorded events in the “past” and that the body can respond to events in the “future” that haven’t yet occurred.
Nonlocality is an “a-causal” relationship to matter. It operates in a different domain than a stimulus-response, cause and effect, behavioristic, or mechanical relationship. Nonlocality is a quantum relationship unaffected by space and time, the instantaneous exchange of information through the resonance of the quantum field bypassing time and space parameters in ways that bewilder the classically trained mind.

Just as the magician knows the ways of his magic so are we beginning to decipher the dynamics of our natural faculties of mind and why they work. The scientific principles of Nonlocality, the Quantum Hologram, and Entanglement transform what once appeared like magic into pragmatic common sense. These proven principles open us to a more sophisticated and knowledgeable view of our Intuitive faculty.

When you are so entrenched in the habit of living with attention on the world of the five senses, mainly what you can see with your eyes, what you can hear with your ears and what you can touch or feel viscerally, you may not be so attentive to the world undetectable to our physical sensory apparatus. You may not attend to the world of the unseen and unheard, the realm of the invisible. Yet it is apparent that communication takes place not so much from object to object or particle to particle, but rather as the possibility of instantaneous transmissions through a field of energy, information and consciousness, patterns of waves where everything is connected all the time. As scientists have discovered it appears we’ve had all our attention on the objects in the field when we really need to put our attention on the nature of the field itself.

**Intuition is a portal to Nonlocality because it is a conscious attunement to the field.** Intuition gives us access to the magic of life. The more you become aware of and distinguish your quantum occurrences, particularly when you share them with friends, family and colleagues, you practice the discipline of seeing this kind of quantum magic that is at the very foundation of life. You realize that you are the one in the co-participatory dance with the forces of the universe. You are the one, through the use of your directed Intent and your reception of Intuition, generating the quantum occurrences in your life. You can still be overjoyed at the wonder of these occurrences, you can be delightfully surprised, yet you don’t have to be in disbelief.

Now, external proof is fascinating and may be comforting; however, you don’t need scientific evidence to convince you. You can experience the results of your Intuition directly. You can use your Intuition to tap into the dimension from which all life generates and create a powerful relationship with that aspect of yourself which is part of it. Most importantly you see that you can live with the ease of these quantum occurrences as your way of life. Virtually every one of us has the inborn ability to tune in. As with any faculty, whether we develop the effective use it or not is for each one of us to choose.
Intuition and Nonlocality

Why would you want to have Intuition become a natural way of life? Intuition expands your capabilities. Intuition allows you to “think” beyond limits of the conceptual mind. When you don’t access your Intuition all you have available is your past conditioning and experience. In what ways can you benefit from the disciplined use of Intuition? Speed for one thing. Intuition enables you to access information beyond currently known or obvious options. Rather than having to logic out the possible options line by line, one by one, step by step, your Intuition can zoom right in to an opportunity that will serve you best. Your computer may be connected “online” all the time but the information you pick up depends upon what you decide to tune into. Intuition quickly shows you the appropriate action that will bring about a desired result. This requires no pushing or forcing.

Though Intuition may already be in play without our being aware of it, becoming masterful with it means consciously choosing to use it as a way of life. Tapping into Intuition requires Being Centered in a state of awakened awareness. In order to send and receive, to be a clear transmitter, you want to make sure there is no static on the radio. In the state of non-attachment, free of the pull of circumstances, you can be most effective with your Intuition. It is important to discern between ego cravings and genuine promptings of higher intelligence. As you continue to refine your mind through concentration, meditation, centering practices, and Quantum Thinking, it becomes easier and more natural to use the faculties of our Nonlocal mind.

Important: When you make a decision using your Intuitive faculty, you cannot immediately see all of the possible results that will ensue from having made that decision. Allowing comes into play. This is new world view thinking. You know there is a greater whole within which your decision or action is taking place and the outcomes are always beyond the finite limits of what your mind can see in any given moment in space-time.

As knowledge of Intuition and Nonlocality becomes integrated in you, what was once ordinary living morphs into an amazing game of adventure and discovery. You experience the magic of life. Intuition and Nonlocality are portals to the genius in you waiting to be set free.
\[ \text{Qu} \text{uantum Think Recreation} \]

\textit{Live the Wisdom of Intuition and Nonlocality}

\textbf{ONE} Begin to practice using your Intuition and Nonlocality in a disciplined way so it becomes a useful everyday faculty for decision making and for accessing information not “local” to you.

(a) Be in awe of ordinary things, as much and as many as possible. Notice the magical in “common” things we take for granted.

(b) Consciously make at least three Intuitive decisions this week. Do this with awareness and the Intent to use your Intuition as your portal to Nonlocality. Remember to center yourself in pure Awareness to tap into this. Reality is multidimensional. Using your Intuition can also include using facts and ordinary logic. (Note: A “fact” is simply what happened, without any meaning or interpretation about it. Opinions, interpretations and meanings are not facts in and of themselves.)

\textbf{TWO} Use your Intuition to tune in and consciously receive coaching from nature. Take note of the moon, a waterfall, a bird, a particular tree, your pet, a plant in your home. What message does it have for you? Life force messages are everywhere when you use your Intuition to tune in.